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Yaneva’s book The Making of a Building (Oxford: Peter Lang, 2009) provides a unique 

anthropological account of architecture in the making, whereas Made by the OMA: An 

Ethnography of Design (Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 2009) draws on an original 

approach of ethnography of design and was defined by the critics as “revolutionary in 
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 Research interests: 

Architectural theory 

Specifically, I am interested in accounting design thinking and design process, and what 

a pragmatist (a realistic) approach to design can offer as opposed to the prevailing 

critical theories of architecture. I have recently completed a book on this topic, the 

outcome of four years of research.  

 

Ethnography of design 

Drawing extensively on ethnography of design, I pursue an investigation of the 

trajectories nature of design as opposed to design as project realization.  

 

Anthropology of art 

This theme takes its cue from my doctoral dissertation work, which crossed for the first 

time the methods of anthropology of science and technology with sociology of art to 

examine the production and innovation practices in installation art. 

Politics of Design 

I am currently focusing on ethnography of the architectural presentation, its techniques 

and situated politics. 

Controversy studies 

I have become interested in the new mapping technologies that architectural 

computation can offer to analyze and visualize the dynamics of controversies. 
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